ENTERPRISE PROJECT MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW

Enterprise project management (EPM) software offers organizations the features required to effectively manage all their projects at an enterprise grade. With this platform, companies can view projects strategically, permit executives to delegate resources to priority projects, and determine how various projects fit into their organizational objectives. The system empowers enterprises to streamline all related projects to facilitate maximum effectiveness. Leading EPM tools provide a range of modules including project portfolio management (PPM), file sharing, calendars, internal messaging, and more, which contribute to a company’s strategic business objectives.
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on data from our customer reference platform, market presence, web presence, & social presence as well as additional data aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average based on 3 parts:

**Content Score** is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies, success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score
3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers platform

**Market Presence Score** is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends
3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press mentions

**Company Score** is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

---

**Customer Success Report Award Levels**

**Market Leader**
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with substantial customer base & market share. Leaders have the highest ratio of customer success content, content quality score, and social media presence relative to company size.

**Top Performer**
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant market presence and resources and enough customer reference content to validate their vision. Top Performer's products are highly rated by its customers but have not achieved the customer base and scale of a Market Leader.

**Rising Star**
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not have the market presence of Market Leaders or Top Performers, but understands where the market is going and has disruptive technology. Rising Stars have been around long enough to establish momentum and a minimum amount of customer reference content along with a growing social presence.
2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Enterprise Project Management software based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

Market Leaders
- Airtable
- asana
- clarizen
- Jira Software
- Mavenlink
- Project
- SmartSheet
- Teamwork
- Workfront
- Wrike
- Zoho Projects

Top Performers
- BrightWork
- Genius project
- Hive
- Huddle
- InMotionNow
- LiquidPlanner
- ProWorkflow
- Sciforma
- Scoro
- targetprocess

Rising Stars
- avaza
- celoxis
- digité
- easyprojects
- InLoox
- paymo
- PROJECT MANAGER
- ProofHub
- Teamweek
- workzone
OVERALL BEST
OF ENTERPRISE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ABOUT MONDAY.COM

monday.com is a tool that transforms the way teams work together. Their mission is to help teams build a culture of transparency, empowering everyone to achieve more and be happier at work. They're obsessed with building an excellent product, and their goal is to create a tool that people will love to use—one that's fast, beautiful, responsive, and makes your life easier. The only thing they love more than their product is their customers. The incredible teams that use their product are the most important thing to them, and they’re here to provide support to them 24/7.
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“This template is brilliant because of the time management strategies and the prioritizing features available for you to organize your to do lists!”
Justin Jenkins
Velocity Church

“Simple, yet highly effective, this template collects all your work-related ideas, tasks, and projects, and organizes them into a meaningfully prioritized actionable list.”
Kyle Ford
Ford Media Lab

“It consolidates all our project management into one place. It’s a quick snapshot of our accounts with some powerful data to back it up.”
Matthew Anderson
8-bit Rex

“monday.com has allowed us to better concentrate on actually creating and executing on projects versus spending time sifting through e-mails and lost communication. It can accommodate a large number of projects and create an easy to use atmosphere where project managers and designers have full access to the entire life cycle of a project.”
Brad Wohlgemuth
Art Director, Discovery
2020 Market Leaders

- Airtable
- Asana
- Clarizen
- Jira Software
- Mavenlink
- Smartsheet
- Teamwork
- Workfront
- Wrike
- Zoho Projects
- Project
ABOUT AIRTABLE

Airtable was founded on the belief that software shouldn’t dictate how you work—you should dictate how it works. Their mission is to democratize software creation by enabling anyone to build the tools that meet their needs. Creators and creatives around the world use Airtable to do everything from cattle tracking to filmmaking, and they have great things to say.

“What I love about Airtable is I can track all of our 30 to 60 projects we’re working on at any given time in one place—and within each project, I can monitor every step in the process.”
Rachael Profiloski
Director of Development, Lucky8

“At Medium we were able to transition our product planning to Airtable in one day - we use it for all major projects and were able to create the exact workflow and visibility we needed across the team.”
Chris Fry
Head of Engineering, Medium

“The Airtable documentation had all of the calls there, with our own entities baked in. It makes it easy to copy-paste for someone like me who’s technical, but not a developer.”
Robbie Mitchell
Head of Operations, Frame.ai

“Being able to summarize or take the average of how much we’ve paid for a group of articles, being able to see the amount we paid to writers over any period of time, and then being able to see the subtotals for each individual writer as well-that’s all possible with Airtable.”
Ron Dawson
Senior Manager, Frame.io
ABOUT ASANA

Asana is the easiest way for teams to track their work. From tasks and projects to conversations and dashboards, Asana enables teams to move work from start to finish and get results. Asana was started after Dustin Moskovitz and Justin Rosenstein built an internal tool at Facebook, which quickly changed how the company coordinates. They realized this technology could help every organization achieve their goals. Now, Asana is a team of over 100 peers across 3 offices in SF, NYC, and Dublin, with investors including Benchmark Capital, Andreessen Horowitz, Founders Fund, and Peter Thiel.

“Since there are so many touchpoints to get a project through from conception to publishing, a project could fall off at any point. Asana helps keep everything on track so it can be executed without fail. Templates have every touchpoint built in so our teams can execute everything without things falling through the cracks.”

Michael Singer
Leads their Production Management Team, Discovery Digital Studios

“Asana enables us to be aligned and communicate our priorities to other people because everyone can see all of the projects in flight at any time. This helps us collaborate more effectively with cross-functional partners because they can see where work stands in the production process.”

Roxane Chicoine
Creative Director, San Francisco Aids Foundation

“Asana’s Calendars have helped us visualize the work ahead, assess our team’s workload, and deliver projects on time. We can look out across the next few months or simply drill down into this week to make sure we’re on track to complete our goals.”

Benedicta Cipolla
Director of Editorial Operations, Birchbox

“I love the flexibility of Asana. At Rdio, we use it for just about everything; from prioritizing our product roadmap, to tracking smaller one-off tasks, to collaborating on meeting agendas. Its simple and intuitive design makes it easy to get the entire company excited about using it.”

Jody Owens
Senior Product Producer, Rdio
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ABOUT CLARIZEN

Clarizen is a leader in collaborative work management, bringing together cross-company project management, configurable workflow automation and purposeful collaboration in an enterprise-grade platform. Clarizen unites teams, reduces unnecessary communication, and provides extensive visibility at all levels of the organization, so everyone can work more efficiently, adapt to changes and deliver results.
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"With Clarizen, we can quickly sort through active projects and get the status or keep tabs on upcoming projects without having to go through multiple emails and phone calls asking for everyone’s updates. All the data is in Clarizen and we are able to run some pretty amazing reports. It’s truly saving us a lot of time!"
Shel Hankley
Information System Analyst, Southern States Cooperative

"Clarizen has helped us to become more efficient, enabling us to easily allocate internal costs, better manage resources and provide teams with the visibility they need on projects. We thought consolidating our multiple programs and tools into one system would be challenging, but Clarizen was with us every step of the way and made the process as..."
Tony Willers
Manager Service Solution, SITA

"Clarizen has been a step-change in the way that we do project, program and portfolio management. It’s easy to use, has great collaborative facilities, and having a single source of truth on project information has made my life so much easier.”
June Stewart
Head of PMO, ITV

"Clarizen enables projects that originate in one portfolio to be linked to all portfolios where it will have an impact. This type of visibility ensures that we are working on the right things and that our resources are deployed where they can make the greatest difference.”
Anita Neuman
Manager II, Project Management, Boston Scientific
ABOUT JIRA SOFTWARE

Jira Software is the project management tool for agile teams. Jira Software is built for every member of your software team to plan, track, and release great software.
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“With JIRA Software and Portfolio for JIRA, we’re able to work with a single toolset that facilitates every aspect of communication among the teams, and between the teams and the stakeholders.”

Eric Hilfer
VP of Engineering, Rosetta Stone

“Before JIRA, we’d tried a range of tools, but they were too simplistic or simply inadequate to effectively run things the agile way. In contrast, JIRA offers an unparalleled list of features to manage large projects and has had a hugely positive impact on how we operate.”

Eamon Jubbawy
Co-Founder, Onfido

“Regardless of what team you’re on, what type of work you’re doing, or which office you’re in, Jira keeps everyone on the same page. From PMO and engineering to creative and business teams, it’s the one tool everyone knows and trusts to be accurate and up to date at all times.”

Heather Fleming
VP Product & Program Management, Gilt Groupe

“JIRA is a useful visualization tool for keeping track of how tasks are progressing. Team members can visualize and share information clearly.”

Bintou Loum
Digital Content Head of Steering, France TV
ABOUT MAVENLINK

Mavenlink is a modern software platform for professional and marketing services organizations. It is the only solution that helps services firms establish an operational system of record that facilitates their business lifecycle, including key capabilities like resource management, project management, collaboration, project accounting, and BI. Services organizations in more than 100 countries are improving operational execution, increasing agility, and driving improved financial performance with Mavenlink.

“Mavenlink stood out to us for the capabilities that they had across resource management, project management, ease of use, user interface, and the ability to have an analytics engine with critical insights. The insights reports were really a key differentiator.”

Mark Munson
Director, Client Delivery, TeleTracking

“Mavenlink is all-encompassing; we manage our entire project lifecycle in Mavenlink. From the day we decide to bid on a project all the way through the final invoice, all activity is managed in one place. That was a huge benefit for us.”

Kevin Jenkins
Director Of Strategy And Corporate Development, MGT Consulting

“Mavenlink is really great with how Gantt charts are implemented. Once one element for a project is completed, the person responsible for the next component is alerted through the task dependency system. This has helped to significantly automate our workflow.”

Dave Bland
Marketing and Communications Deployment Manager, Pearl Companies

“The project details report has been one of the most useful reports in Mavenlink. Being able to see what tasks are running over, versus under, or what budget we have left against estimates has been invaluable.”

Michael Reich
Chief Operating Officer, CommonPlaces Interactive
Microsoft Project helps you get started quickly and execute projects with ease. Built-in templates, familiar scheduling tools, and access across devices increase productivity for project managers and teams. It is available on Windows, iOS®, and Android™ devices, so team members can update tasks on their device of choice and view timelines and reports on the go.

“With Project Online, we’ve been able to match IT workload with resources available, consolidate all of our project management data into one system, which has lead to efficiency gains, provided greater visibility of project status, and enabled us to really drill into the quality of the project management.”

Dan Butcher
Corporate Portfolio Manager, South Australia Power Network (SAPN)

“We have a better overview of project timelines and resource allocation. With Project Online, we can see exactly how employees are already resourced and how much time they will need to finish their current project.”

Roy Op ten Berg
Process Operations Leader, Hyster-Yale

“We can better prepare project schedules, see the progress of projects, anticipate and resolve problems, and facilitate communication among the teams. This tool is, without a doubt, an important factor for improving project and portfolio management.”

Luis Fernando Andrade
President, National Agency for Infrastructure (ANI)

“A great advantage of Project Online is that senior management can get an updated report on each project and obtain a global view. Before, we invested considerable time and resources in creating reports, but now the process is quick and agile.”

Juan Manuel Sánchez-Quinzá
Director, Project Office, Abanca
ABOUT SMARTECH

Smartsheet, a leading Software as a Service (SaaS) company, offers an enterprise-ready cloud app for project management and collaboration. The award-winning tool is trusted by more than 40,000 businesses and 2 million users in over 160 countries. Regarded for its online project management, collaboration, and file sharing features, Smartsheet’s intuitive spreadsheet-like app is used broadly to track and manage diverse types of work including: team projects and task lists, customer information, sales pipelines, event schedules, and business processes.
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"We use Smartsheet to keep track of everything. It’s flexible enough to drill down to the little details, or roll-up to a big picture overview. Smartsheet has saved me 10 hours each week and has boosted our overall productivity by 30%.”
Lindsay Talbot
Associate Producer, Animation Mentor

"Smartsheet is really helpful because it is dynamic, and you can collaborate in the project workspace. Anybody can go and look in it and see where we are in the project, without people having to come to me, constantly asking for updates. They can go and access that information for themselves.”
Devin Groman
CVIA Project Manager, PATH

"We’ve really widened the scope of who we’re supporting with Smartsheet solutions and trying to simplify people’s lives by using automation, notifications, and cross-sheet linking.”
Deirdre Spencer
Senior Project Manager, Simpson Strong-Tie

"Smartsheet’s Gantt charts are extremely useful as they keep projects in one location. It also ensures that team members keep commitments and allows project leaders to reprioritize.”
Pamela Dressler
General Manager, Cypress Grove Chevre
ABOUT TEAMWORK

Teamwork.com offers a suite of online productivity software which guarantees maximized team performance. Comprised of Teamwork Projects, Teamwork Desk and Teamwork Chat, each platform offers a way to streamline your team’s processes and empowers your people to realize their unified potential and achieve true business success. Teamwork Projects is a feature-rich productivity and collaboration platform that lends itself to multiple applications, most notably the project management eco system. Teamwork Projects helps teams work better together, closes communications gaps and aligns business processes, leading to a drastic increase in team performance.

“At Global PMI Partners, we use Teamwork Projects to manage some of our Merger & Acquisition integration and carve-out projects. We have customised the tool, adding workstream charters, actions items and checklists. Some of our clients subsequently purchase their own license and start to use it for internal project management. The quick...”

Christophe Van Gampelaere
Partner, Global PMI Partners

“The tight integration with Teamwork Projects makes it a no-brainer. We evaluated several options, and cost was a factor, so we compared features, integrations, and pricing extensively. Ultimately, the tight integration with Teamwork Projects was the main decider. The ease of turning a ticket into a task, and tracking time against work carried out is...”

Ciaran McGrath
Managing Director, Threefold Systems

“Easily my favorite feature is the messaging system, followed closely by the time tracking. The ability to go back through a campaign at the end of each month and review what got done by my staff and their communications with our client is excellent.”

Dave Davies
Chief Executive Officer, Beanstalk Internet Marketing

“Teamwork Projects offers a safety net in that staff can monitor their procedures and checklists to ensure that every ‘box’ is ticked. There is now a scalable and repeatable process in use to deter error and retain consistency. We have found it much easier to hold team meetings as everybody is versed in and included on what is happening with the...”

Nick Butler
Chief Executive Officer, Ireland Website Design
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ABOUT WORKFRONT

Workfront is the first modern work management application that connects enterprise work, collaboration, and digital content into an Operational System of Record (OSR). Workfront has helped thousands of companies successfully transform their businesses into more modern enterprises that increase revenue, improve customer experiences, and eliminate cost, including Cars.com, Cisco Systems, Comcast, iProspect, Schneider Electric, and Trek.

“Project managers no longer have to go into our complex ERP system for budgets and updates. The ability to view what’s going on from a project and portfolio investment standpoint in Workfront dashboards saves everyone a tremendous amount of time.”

Sebastien Miazza
PMO Manager for Facilities & Logistics, Hôpitaux Universitaires de Genève

“We use Workfront for all of our project portfolio management and all of our scheduling. We use it for all of our project document management and for approvals. It’s been a revolutionary process and now we’re an extremely effective PMO.”

Richard Sigler
Director, PMO, Loyola University Maryland

“Workfront is a one-stop shop for all things related to the management of projects. It provides the communication, scheduling, and resource visibility that allows us to stay abreast of our company’s portfolio across business units.”

Nashira Betton
IT Project Manager, Kids II

“Workfront delivered transparency. Anyone can view projects at any time, data can be extracted easily, by anyone. People I didn't expect are doing just that: they're self-serving rather than asking someone else to do it for them!”

Conor Josey
Head of Digital Delivery, BT
ABOUT WRIKE

Wrike makes managing multiple projects and cross-functional, distributed, or growing teams easier. Their end-to-end solution takes your projects from the initial request stage all the way to tracking work progress and reporting results. Manage your projects from creating and delegating tasks, to visualizing plans and organize workflows, and more. You’ll get project collaboration features you love, alongside the analytics and security you require. Perfect for teams of 20+ people.
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“...The timeline view in Wrike was always really great because you could visualize it, you could simply drag and drop, you could slide the dates over, and you could create dependencies in a graphical way, as opposed to having to go through a bunch of UI. Just being able to literally grab the arrow and drag it was always really helpful.”

Phillip Hoffman
Senior Program Manager, Gwynnie Bee

“...Unlike other project management solutions that we tried, Wrike has a very flexible structure that perfectly fits our workflow. During our daily meetings, we instantly see what has been done and what is planned to do on the timeline and can reprioritize our goals if something may potentially hold the project back. It makes us very agile, while everyone...”

Simon Bestbier
Account Director, Realm Digital

“...Overall time savings connected with getting rid of multiple e-mail attachments is considered the biggest productivity improvement for our group. Thanks to Wrike and Google Docs, we’ve seen a 60% reduction in e-mail traffic involving attachments! Even beyond the numbers, it allowed us to change the way we collaborate and create a solid project...”

George Ervin
Business & Tech Consultant, Crescent Sock Company

“...Every time we create a new task and put a due date in, I go into the task and estimate the duration of how much time that takes. Wrike gives you the percentage of how much of that person’s day is being used up.”

Will Rodriguez
Design Director & Brand Builder, WeidnerCA
ABOUT ZOHO PROJECTS

Zoho Projects is an online project management software that helps you run your business with ease. It stands as a comprehensive solution to your day-to-day problems in project management and adds value to your business by leaps and bounds.

“Software development projects can really be a pain, especially when you’re working with offshore teams. As a manager, you need to feel that you control the situation. You need updates. You need visibility. And Zoho Projects gives you all that. I can go to my dashboard and see the latest updates, so I know what’s going on and what my team is doing. Now,...”
Jan Hendrik Mensen
CTO and Consulting Partner, ClearDrop

“Zoho Projects is the right fit. And the integration with Gmail – which lets us create bug entries directly from Gmail – was a big feature that sold the team. That integration helps keep the whole team organized and in sync.”
Nishant Patel
CEO and Founder, Raw Engineering

“With Zoho, you can smoothly track projects and each team member can easily book their time against various tasks. Zoho makes it effortless to dimension future projects.”
Deepak Jain
IT Consultant, Greentech Consulting

“Using Zoho, our students share files, discuss progress, receive feedback and bring to completion their academic software projects.”
Clayton V Fraga
Teacher, Fagoc
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ABOUT BRIGHTWORK

BrightWork is the most flexible project management solution with best-practice templates and portfolio management dashboards on SharePoint. BrightWork guarantees greater simplicity for project managers, immediate visibility and control for senior executives, and a path to continuous project management improvement and greater success.

“BrightWork delivers customizable SharePoint templates for managing different project types and also for managing across many projects. This gave us a very fast yet flexible starting point.”

Hannah Bayliss
Business Transformation Project Manager, Northamptonshire County Council

“We selected BrightWork as our internal PPM solution on the basis of its ease of use, availability in the cloud through a reliable hosting service, and the ability to tailor and evolve project templates as our own processes mature.”

Adam Cherril
President, Cherrill Consulting

“BrightWork is a great solution for visual project data and portfolio management. It’s a simple way to see all the projects in a portfolio or program using the same metrics and standards – this to me is the greatest feature for us. We no longer use different words or metrics to describe project status; we all use BrightWork and speak the same language and...”

Erika Gemzer
PMO Portfolio Manager, Exide Technologies

“Using the BrightWork templates, we now have a much better understanding of all projects underway, as well as a system to review and manage new project requests. We have greater visibility into what is on track and what is falling behind.”

John Dunphy
Head of SharePoint Team, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics
ABOUT GENIUS PROJECT

Genius Project was founded in 1997 to address a need for project management software. With offices in Europe and North America and supported by a global network of resellers, Genius Project now has over 93,000 end users and over 1,050 customers worldwide.

“Nemetschek Scia has chosen the Genius Project For Domino tool for the management of customer projects. It guarantees a professional project management. The key features are the possibility for the customer access, the web enabled application, the project progress measurement by means of the Earned Value Method, the approval cycles of...

M. Chris Look
Process Manager, Nemetschek Scia

“When evaluating Genius Project, we found that it had a great balance between price and available functionalities. The solution is highly customizable to fit one’s reality and integrates seamlessly via an open API. They display an excellent knowledge-base via a combination of their experts and web content.”

Ibrahima Bah
IT Project Manager, EPSI

“We selected Genius Project due to the vast amount of pre-built reports and superior dashboard and reporting capabilities, along with Genius Inside’s flexibility allowing us to start small at an affordable price point and scale as we grow.”

Douglas Forsell
Manager, Program Management, Hawaiian Telcom

“Genius Project is a comprehensive software perfectly matched to our business as a service company in the Management field. Moreover, the possibility of leveraging its Help Desk functionality will help our consultants to avoid the double entry of tickets. Other criteria, such as the sharing of data in a single database (projects, incidents and help desk items)...

Nathalie Picot
Deputy Technical Director, Ogis
ABOUT HIVE

Hive is a project and process management tool made to help you and your team move faster. The tool is built for efficiency with a native email integration, flexible project views like Kanban and Gantt, and over 1,000 integrations.

“Hive has made our collaboration with our creative team really seamless. It’s super user-friendly, and I really appreciate how well teams across different offices can work together.”
Yasmin Tekyi-Mensah
Account Supervisor, FleishmanHillard

“Smoothest deployment of agency-wide technology. The visual nature of the user experience was a key component as to why we selected Hive. The number of custom views allows our multiple teams to quickly access to the data they need to help deploy resources in the best manner possible.”
Frank X. Powers
Co-founder & Managing Partner, Elevate Healthcare

“Hive was and is the only product that delivers exactly the tools and features a fast-moving marketing team like ours needs. The app has greatly streamlined our workflows and efficiency and will be a key part of our success for a long time to come.”
Jamie Manning
Digital Marketing Team Leader, Boston College

“Hive has helped us cut out a lot of extra work and detail-sharing. If someone needs information on a project, I can send them an action card and they have all of the information needed to get started. The tool cuts down on extra work.”
Nick Stackhouse
Sr. Manager of Client Delivery, Elevate Healthcare
Huddle is the leader in cloud collaboration and content management for the enterprise. Huddle is used by more than 100,000 organizations worldwide, including SEGA, AKQA, Unilever, P&G and KIA Motors, to securely manage projects, share files and collaborate with people inside and outside of their business. Huddle can be accessed online, on desktops via Microsoft Office applications, on the move with BlackBerry, iPhone and iPad apps. Huddle is currently available in 15 languages including English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian and Japanese.

“Using Huddle, we can now store, access and update all the important information – work rotas, associated paperwork, key contacts – everything we need for the general running of the service.”

Sally Bullock
Administrative Support, Sirona Care & Health

“Huddle has made our working lives far easier and now we can ensure that we have a record of all the questions and responses associated with specific projects. We certainly rely far less on emailing project documents than we used to, and Huddle’s task functionality should significantly improve the way we manage our IT projects in the future.”

Peter Kent
Head of ICT Services, Janet

“This change has made collaboration far easier. The ability to securely share documents externally with partners on different networks is definitely the stand-out feature and the most important element of the tool for us. This capability has streamlined our dealings with external agencies and made our workforce altogether more productive.”

Ben Norris
ICT Operations Manager, Revenue Scotland

“Huddle is secure, easy to access and simple to use. The file structure is straightforward and working with the examiners and centres is now more efficient. All the required documentation is in a central place and we don’t have to worry about large attachments crashing our email systems or landing in our junk box.”

Linda Hausmanis
Head of Qualifications, British Institute of Facilities Management
ABOUT LIQUIDPLANNER

LiquidPlanner is a predictive project management technology for modern businesses. LiquidPlanner’s award-winning, patent-pending project management and scheduling technology enables more than 2,000 mid-market and enterprise technology, IT and development teams to plan, track, collaborate and analyze hundreds of projects in real-time. LiquidPlanner is privately held and headquartered in Seattle, Washington.

“"In our weekly meetings with architects, I’m able to pull up LiquidPlanner on my phone or on my iPad and put in comments or update milestones. Being able to make those changes on the fly is super helpful.”

Ed Reich
Project Manager, WSR & Associates

“We have a link that allows LiquidPlanner and our CRM to talk to each other. It’s simple, but making our CRM solution aware of our project management allows us to send and track estimates and to greenlight projects.”

Brandon Wright
Marketing Director, ThoughtLab

“I don’t know any other project management tool that has dynamic scheduling. As a project manager trying to manage multiple projects, it’s awesome to change one thing on the schedule and then see how it plays out with other projects. It really forces you to prioritize things correctly.”

Lisa Statland
Project Manager, Beeline

“LiquidPlanner provides visibility at all levels to our current projects, tasks, estimates, schedules, and risks, helping us estimate schedules with confidence and manage and forecast resource availability.”

Jason Grovert
CTO, Ryland Homes
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ProWorkflow is an online project management software that enables you to keep accurate time-keeping records, organize, plan, and delegate jobs and tasks whilst using the timeline to have an overview of company activity.

“ProWorkflow has significantly improved efficiency with billing and the management of multiple projects simultaneously. The easy access to the actual time spent on completed projects has been extremely helpful when developing new proposals.”

Daren Bossenberger
Ideation Signs & Communications

“We can see the burn rates, quote amount, schedule & progress all on the project details page instead of having to run reports or flipping to multiple pages as we experienced in other solutions. The free training was the cherry on top.”

Michael
Planmark Design Studio

“We implemented ProWorkflow across two agencies and both times the setup was very straightforward. The application is feature rich yet simple to use. The intuitive interface allows staff and clients to access their information without intimidation. We now have all the data we need in one place to achieve greater end to end project & financial control.”

Adam Reed
Boom Interactive
ABOUT SCIFORMA

Sciforma is one of the largest providers of Portfolio & Project Management software, delivering solutions to more than a quarter million users worldwide since 1982. The company offers flexible and easy-to-use multi-platform project management and project portfolio management software solutions. Businesses that have multiple projects from multiple clients (including internal customers) need to be able to prioritize efforts that will bring the best results to the company. The configurable Sciforma PPM solution provides project managers and executives the ability to analyze investments, plan capacity, manage risks, and control expenses better.

“Using the Sciforma solution not only enables all Service Center staff to report their leave and activity but also allows them to view their upcoming work. These services make it possible to quickly see plan progress and speed up reporting times.”

Jean-Marie Josset
Senior Consultant in Project Management, T-Systems

“I greatly value Sciforma because I can do practically everything that I want to – the tool enables me to carry out multi-project consolidation, monitor resource utilization and project progression, but it also allows me to keep track of the cost of each project. In general, I can respond quickly to any request for a report or consolidation. I cannot...

Elodie Marc
Product & Project Coordinator, Vétoquinol

“The Sciforma solution met its objectives. We have greater visibility over all our projects, the resources we need for each of them, and the associated costs. The tool has allowed us to look at the priority to be given to certain projects and to put the launch of operations in a hierarchy to adjust their time to market. It is also much simpler to show management...

Jean-Michel Berthelier
Information Systems Director, SeLoger.com

“Cost and ease of implementation were some deciding factors for choosing Sciforma. Also, the report generation capabilities and information storage had an impact on the decision.”

Monica Cecava
Project Coordinator, Waterpik
ABOUT SCORO

Scoro is an end-to-end business management solution that allows professional and creative services to control their entire workflow from one place. It helps to streamline work and eliminate routine tasks to ensure a business runs as smoothly and efficiently as possible from sales right through to billing.

“From the beginning, Scoro brought instant efficiencies to the way we work. Scoro connects to every aspect of our business and we have benefited greatly from implementing a true end-to-end system for our company.”

Audrey Goff Moore

“It’s simple – if you, as a services company billing hourly, spend for example 70% of your time on non-billable things, you are losing profit. After starting to use Scoro, a significant improvement can be seen in our sales and client-facing teams. Managers now have a complete overview of the sales funnel, and it is much easier to assure that information is aligned.”

Terje Liiv
Client Experience Manager, Grant Thornton

“We are delighted to have chosen Scoro for our business. We’ve used Scoro for more than a year, and everyone in the company (project managers, team leads, and specialists) have benefited. It has enabled us to gather all the vital information into one solution and have a real-time overview of all our campaigns. It has also played an essential role for…

Olga Peresild
CEO, MediaCom

“We are learning to build more efficient systems and processes with Scoro. Fewer mistakes are being made, and less things are falling through the cracks.”

Jenni Solla
Founder and COO, WorldLight Media
ABOUT TARGETPROCESS

Targetprocess provides a visual Agile management solution that enables customers to scale Agile from a single team to the enterprise level. Teams can customize Targetprocess to match their ways of working, visualize work from multiple angles to understand the big picture, and present a unified view of progress up to the portfolio levels to drive smarter investment decisions.
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“I always suggest Targetprocess to everyone who is looking to evaluate something. The visual approach is great. I’m a visual learner; to be able to create these views and visual representations of your project data is definitely something Targetprocess does very well.”
Nick Ide
Director of Software Engineering, epay

“I love how adaptable and flexible Targetprocess is. It meets the various needs of so many different departments within our organization. We manage all of our IT, creative and legal workflow through Targetprocess. It’s helped create a centralized location for our cross-department needs – as well as providing a history of our work.”
Katie MacCabe
Assistant Director, Progrexion

“Targetprocess allows our organization to manage multiple projects, with each project utilizing a different methodology and workflow. Targetprocess provides a high level of configurability and a robust suite of features that set it apart from every other product that I’ve found. Not only does Targetprocess deliver a powerful project management solution, their...
Tim Stevens
Kalkomey Enterprises

“The first thing I do in the morning is open up the tool, and there’s my whole agenda for the day, complete with important details and team communications.”
Alankar Trivedi
Head of Development, Comensura
ABOUT INMOTIONNOW

inMotionNow is a leading provider of workflow management solutions for marketing and creative teams, facilitating efficiency and productivity from project kickoff to final approval. inMotion, the company’s flagship SaaS product, simplifies every phase of the creative production process, delivering measurable value to enterprise clients like DuPont, the LA Dodgers, NASDAQ, and Pep Boys. The application allows project stakeholders to manage, track, and collaboratively review their print, video, and interactive projects in a centralized online environment. With a user-friendly interface and dedicated customer success team, inMotionNow helps creative and marketing teams of every variety automate their workflow and do the work they love.

“"We use inMotion to keep our team organized. Being able to capture approvals and enforcing accountability is crucial for our business. We’re also more efficient with inMotion. I’m able to pull reports for leadership to show what types and how much work our team is completing each month.””
Michelle Eaton
Manager, Creative Services, Ascension

""Our production task force ultimately selected inMotion for its streamlined interface and ease of use. The user response has been overwhelmingly positive.””
Ramsay Rawson
Senior Manager of Imaging and Quality Control, Lord & Taylor

""The biggest impact inMotion has had on our team is the ability to see in real-time where the proof is and being able to review everyone’s feedback in a real-time, live, web-based system.””
Jim Etherson
Creative Services Project Manager, Hershey Entertainment

""inMotion allows our team to receive requests, track projects and proof assets on a single platform. This consolidation has helped us streamline our workflow and cut down drastically on emails and administrative tasks.””
Andrew Noel
Interactive Content Specialist, TBC Corporation
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How work really gets done
Easy Projects
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ABOUT AVAZA

Avaza is the leading all-in-one software for running client focused businesses. Avaza allows businesses of all sizes to more easily and effectively manage team projects, time tracking, expense reporting, quoting & invoicing. It can be accessed simply via a web browser from anywhere in the world on any device.

"Avaza is an extremely user-friendly project management tool that includes all of the important components in one easy-to-use interface. We can easily track our progress on project deliverables, and can ensure we stay on time and under budget. Customer support is top-notch."

Josh Angert
Manager, Vendor Centric

"We’re saving a lot of time by using Avaza. We bill our clients, punch time in on projects, and even create tasks on the go using the mobile app. It’s perfect for our team."

Emilie Morin
Co-Founder, Idhéa Marketing Web

"Avaza is great for managing our projects, contractors and contacts. Time and expense tracking are great as well. It’s easy to install on tablets and phones. The Gantt charts are so helpful for scheduling resources! It’s a great all around app that’s very easy to use."

John Hales
President, The Courseware Group

"Avaza has tons of features and functions at a reasonable price. It has great project and task management, time tracking, and data importing/exporting functionalty. I like the rich and custom reporting, and the capability for clients to have access and see the progress of their projects."

Lukasz Drozdz
Owner, LAD CAD Solutions, LLC
Celoxis is an award-winning all-in-one project management software tool backed by over 17 years of company experience. It comes packed with good-to-great features not just for small and mid-sized businesses, but also for large enterprises. Celoxis is India's first SaaS company and has the best team adoption in the marketplace. The tool has been the platform of choice for brands like HBO, Bombardier, KPMG, Tesla, Adobe, University of Washington and The World Bank. Celoxis is one of the first and still very few tools to be available in SaaS and On-Premise deployment options. Celoxis provides powerful yet flexible project portfolio management, time and expense tracking, resource management, financial tracking and work collaboration. Using Celoxis, businesses can get rid of multiple applications and spreadsheets to manage schedules, resources, budgets, costs, invoices, communication, approvals, risks, issues, change requests and other work items from a single online platform. Celoxis’ comprehensive features address the real-world complexities of managing projects across organizations and functions; it excels at planning, delegation, collaboration, tracking and reporting with great agility and user-friendliness. Celoxis helps users plan and manage real-world, diverse project portfolios. It is highly customizable to suit a variety of business needs. Celoxis offers a choice of cloud-based or on-premise deployment. The solution is fully customizable and offers seamless integrations with over 400 business applications. Celoxis is one of the most comprehensive yet very affordable project management software in the marketplace.

Customer references from happy Celoxis users

“Our main reason for selecting Celoxis can be attributed to its intuitive and user-friendly interface along with powerful reporting capabilities providing us visibility into complex portfolios, resources, risks and issues. The tool is highly customizable to individual requirements. The management dashboards are simply fantastic and help our executives...”
Barbara K
PMO Director, Kinetics

“Celoxis is being used extensively by our managers to keep track of their projects, make sure that they’re on schedule and they’re doing everything they need to do. And then our upper management uses Celoxis regularly to monitor projects and also the budgets on the projects.”
Leah Garvey
Vice President of Project Finance, Urban Grid

“Celoxis has quickly become an indispensable tool for us. It allows us to track all phases of the project, assignment of tasks, reporting to our customers and also to management. Their technical support team is always available to answer our questions and take into consideration our requests for changes.”
Pascal Dereux
Director of Operations, NTI Solutions

“Implementing Celoxis raised our productivity by almost 50% and also made our work much easier. We now have a clear picture of all projects, their resource loads, documents and expenses for each projects. Also the efficiency between people from different departments working on a project has improved because they have better communication and an...”
Robert Banciu
PMO Director, Intergroup Engineering
ABOUT DIGITÉ

Digité is a leading provider of Lean/Agile Application Lifecycle Management (Agile ALM) products and solutions for the Global Delivery Model. Digité provides Artificial Intelligence-driven project delivery management solutions based on Agile, Kanban & SAFe® - Scaled Agile Framework. Over 900,000+ users actively use Digité products. Digité provides a wide range of products for your digital transformation initiatives and AI-driven project delivery solutions.

“IT was worthwhile for us to invest time and effort in implementing Digite as it improved and standardized our processes.”

Ajay Gurnani
Head – Process Excellence & PMO, Comviva

“Use of Digité enabled us to achieve organization-wide standardization in processes/metrics and improved our project estimation accuracy significantly.”

Head, Process Excellence Group
KPIT Cummins

“ProNav (Digité) has helped us a lot in managing some big engagements at Proteans. It solved our challenge of integrated project management for bigger teams by providing us capability to integrate planning, tracking and status reporting all from one tool. Digité’s support team is also very cooperative and takes extra efforts to resolve critical...

Vineet Tripathi
Account Manager, Proteans Software Solutions

“Very comprehensive analytics; very configurable to your team needs; good help guide; regular software updates/bug fixes; friendly customer service; flexible fee packages.”

Viv Gooder
Engineering Lead, Alchemetrics

Customer references from happy Digité users
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ABOUT EASY PROJECTS

Easy Projects is a cloud-based project management platform ideal for fast-moving teams inside mid-sized organizations and enterprises that have outgrown their current project or task management tools. Easy Projects provides end-to-end work management: every contributing team member, project manager, executive, stakeholder or customer can easily access a user friendly and personalized collaborative workspace. Easy Projects enables project success: Never miss another deadline; collaboratively initiate, approve, plan and execute projects; assign the right resources; track progress, monitor spend and costs; prioritize tasks and report on results. Easy Projects offers: Agile, Kanban, Waterfall methodologies that can all be used in unison depending on preference of your teams; robust project management to support WBS (unlimited hierarchy), multiple dependencies, critical path management, and portfolio management; custom forms and project templates to eliminate unnecessary data entry; mobile Apps (Android and iOS) for project planning, tracking and executing on the go; optimized resources allocation based on skills and availability thanks to calendar, workload and timeline visibility; powerful financial management: project budgets, revenue, costs and expenses/integration with popular apps like Microsoft Outlook and Office, Google Calendar, Gmail, Slack, and 700+ others; personalized training, on-boarding and implementation support as well as dedicated Success Manager to ensure that your team adopts and uses Easy Projects to its full capacity; enterprise-grade security with our cloud hosting or in your own data center; and much more. Easy Projects helps you grow and scales with you. Try it today.

"Easy Projects .NET acts as a unified platform which helps us store all of our project data in one place. For us, faster searching and easier access to our data means we save time and as a result, money."

Jay Westercamp
PMP, Farmer-Bocken Company

"Easy Projects is the most cost-effective web based project management solution that we have found. Support staff are extremely responsive, and suggested functionality is noted and implemented as promised in the next version. The hosted solution is now a high availability service which is essential to our business. Overall EasyProjects is a high-quality,..."

Jon Burrell
Chief Technology Officer, Vision West Inc.

"After edging out a shortlist of fifteen products, Easy Projects .NET hasn't disappointed. Implementation was painless, and we were creating projects and tasks, and entering time sheets immediately. The product’s ease-of-use and flexibility has allowed us to mature our development processes efficiently. Also, timely, competent response from Customer..."

Terry Williams
Client Services Manager, Hire Ground Software

"By far the best part of Easy Projects is its extensibility. You can pretty much get it to do whatever you want, regardless of how your process works. We use Easy Projects to manage the flow of some of our projects, as well as track time for all our projects."

Dan Herman
Penn State Hershey Medical Center
ABOUT INLOOX

InLoox is the full-featured yet easy-to-use and flexible software solution for professional project management in Microsoft Outlook, on the Web and on your smart devices. The software is a powerful solution that facilitates the combined management of projects, teams and tasks, documents, resources, mind maps, and budgets. With InLoox, you manage and realize projects faster, easier and more efficiently. The intuitive user-interface makes InLoox an extremely user-friendly project solution. More than 60,000 users around the globe successfully work with InLoox project management solutions. Our customer base includes companies of all sizes from diverse industries like engineering, healthcare, finance, public administration, professional services and many more.

"InLoox is a great product that is fully integrated in Outlook and fits in seamlessly with day-to-day work. Behind the product is an expert sales and support team, who are always ready to help whenever you need them - this provides additional value to an already exceptional product."

Santosh Pursad
Avis

"Since we have been using InLoox, we’ve been able to give fast, precise planning, costing and project transparency to our well-known customers at the push of a button. The Excel readouts produced by the report generator are a major contributing factor."

Joachim Boenisch
General Manager, eska Ingenieurgesellschaft

"InLoox project management software complements our existing Microsoft environment perfectly. Features that were missing before, such as setting and monitoring tasks and dates in Outlook, are now available to us thanks to InLoox. This also enables us to collaborate internationally and cross-enterprise. Acquiring InLoox was a major step forward for us."

Günther Messerschmid
Casco

"InLoox is an excellent alternative to other project management software tools. It has the advantage that it is directly integrated into MS Outlook. It’s basically a single control center for projects, deadlines, contacts and tasks."

René Winter
Management Consultant, UBRW
ABOUT PAYMO

Paymo - Project Management, Time Tracking & Invoicing. In the past years they've noticed a strong move among businesses to cloud services and the great advantages they bring. However, as this move is happening at an accelerated pace, they've also noticed a couple of new problems that businesses face daily. Nowadays small businesses end up using a suite of specialized online apps that usually don't talk to each other; or, if they do, they do it poorly. This is one of the main problems Paymo addresses: to ensure your projects move forward.

“Paymo is an online project management solution focused on handling the complete end-to-end project process. It lets you both plan the tasks, stages related to the project and manage the related resources. With Paymo you can monitor and report the time spent on particular tasks and measure the efficiency of your team. The app is focused on complex...

Matt Pliszka
pickSaaS

“Paymo provides simple and efficient time tracking that is customizable for each project. As a consulting firm, we have to track each employee’s billable time and capture it on one invoice for each client. Paymo makes this process a snap.”

Robin Throckmorton
President, Strategic HR Inc.

“Favorite feature is the clear timer on the left-hand side. Allows me to quickly jump between projects and make notes without having to hunt down each individual project; the navigation is also very simple.”

Sean Glendinning
Fitness Management

“Paymo helps us automate our workflow, save time, budget and keep our projects on track. It also allows us to easily track time from different locations for ease of billing and clarity to our clients.”

Dwayne Melcher
President, Melcher Media & Design
ABOUT PROJECTMANAGER.COM

ProjectManager.com delivers the most comprehensive dashboard and reporting tools in the industry. It includes all of the most-used features from Microsoft Project. Create and share detailed plans, tasks, expenses and more with colleagues globally. ProjectManager.com started out in 2008 with the goal of helping project managers find out whether their projects are on track. Within just 12 months of going live, NASA and the United Nations were using its service and now more than 12,000 managers and teams in 101 countries use it daily.

"We use ProjectManager.com to manage a large variety of projects. It's robust, has fantastic features, is easy to use, reliable and available all the time. It exceeds our expectations."  
Brett Harnett  
Associate Director, UC Health

"We tried stacks of different tools before deciding on ProjectManager.com. But it was an easy choice for us because the software comes with a graphical dashboard that tells you at a glance whether you’re on track. That’s exactly what we wanted - to improve the visibility of our projects."
Javier Solano  
Chief Operations Officer, Linko

"By implementing ProjectManager, we’re better managing our resources. Having the ability to review resource availability easily across all projects helps us determine which projects can be implemented and by when."
Melissa Coleman  
US Government Department, City of Fayetteville

"The thing I love about ProjectManager.com is being able to check the status of projects that are going on and identify and resolve issues quickly."
Jennifer Drai  
Director, Project Management Services, IFMA
ABOUT PROOFHUB

ProofHub lets you stay in ultimate control of your projects, remote teams and clients even when you are on the go. It is a saas based project management software that fits perfectly in every work culture. It solves the four major challenges that every team faces in their projects - Planning, Collaboration, Organization and Delivering them on time.

"ProofHub allows our business to work and collaborate efficiently while keeping advanced projects organized and on schedule."

Peter Ruchti
AdeptPlus

"With ProofHub you can organize all your thoughts, projects, tasks, people, files, etc. in a simple, clean manner. I have 3+ different companies with multiple projects going on in each, each company has several people using ProofHub. ProofHub allows me to keep a bird's eye on EVERYTHING. And then there is the Awesome Gantt Chart. The Team at Flyhtlab.com...

Omari W
Flyht

"PHSupport responds very quickly and accurately to my emails. I feel more confident using this app knowing that they are available to help me. The flexibility of ProofHub allows us to respond to the needs of the business as they change. I recommend ProofHub (PH) because projects in PH are easy to manage. PH has many useful features, a user friendly ...

Lauren Cocco
Iron Mountain

"I would recommend ProofHub. The in-tool editor is a game changer for creative/marketing teams and having the ability to track and report on projects really helps show the value our team is bringing to the company."

Megan Gulik
GuideOne
ABOUT TEAMWEEK

Teamweek is an online planning tool for teams to provide an overview of the current state of projects and what's to come. Sharing the pipeline with the whole team fosters trust and enhances communication. Managers need to ask fewer questions and can concentrate more on planning. Their platform is intuitive, visually appealing and is perfect for anyone who's committed to getting things done.

"We run all of our team planning at Bannerboy with the Teamweek website - it’s terrific.”

Abel Buko
Bannerboy

“The weekly digest email gives (my team) a snapshot of what they have to do that week, which we really like, that way the employees can schedule out their day to day.”

Chanel Kennedy
Program Manager, Boiler Room

“A lot of tools you can only use them in one way. Teamweek is a tool which you can use in an easy way. If you don't use it for a week or something, it's not going to come back and start blaring at you or something like that. It’s there when you need it, and you can grow with it.”

Jim Walton
Ascend Studio

"Seriously, you guys have saved me. I need to manage many time-sensitive tasks for myself and other artists, and since I found Teamweek I've finally been able to easily move tasks around in the calendar & between artists. A deadline change? Boom, drag and drop, no morning headache!”

Inés Robin
Game Artist, Product Madness
ABOUT WORKZONE

Workzone is a project management software for people who like to get it done. It is an easy-to-use, web-based project management tool with collaboration capabilities. It is the "sweet spot" for most companies looking for an effective project management tool with just the right number of features and an extremely simple user interface.

"Workzone has made my job so much better! Using Workzone has significantly cut down on the number of emails I exchange with our designers. It’s so much easier now to check Workzone and know the status of projects in the design process. We can now set realistic timelines and accurately track how much time we spend on different clients. All of our..."  
Courtney Johnson  
Sr. Marketing Manager, Magellan Health

"Workzone is a lifesaver. Before Workzone, we had no process for the trafficking of jobs. Workzone enabled us to create standard timelines, archive jobs once completed, and enable us to balance workloads, and more. We had no incite into any of this prior to Workzone. It’s very user friendly and all personnel are knowledgeable of their product. They are..."  
Marty Goan  
Director, Production and Traffic, Cleveland Clinic

"Customization has given our team the freedom to create more effective internal processes and Gantt charts have revolutionized our Account Management touchpoints with clients. The markup feature has helped our clients clarify their needs while feeling more a part of the creative process. Not to mention the great support staff. Workzone has been a..."  
Zoey Barton  
Account Manager, Reviel Agency

"Due largely to its ease-of-use, participation in the intranet exceeded expectations. Workzone has proved to be an invaluable tool for sharing best practices, and work moves faster with higher quality. In regard to marketing activities, it keeps our group from becoming a bottle-neck. Each hospital can access our work directly, while at the same time..."  
Corbin Reimer  
Vice President Marketing, MedStar Health